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ABSTRACT
The prement lnvestl4|ation deal# with methed# 
of meaowring fibre density and the effect of 
temperature and humidity.
The density values of some dry fibres have 
been obtained by mass per unit volume* specific 
ipravity bottle* flotation* gradient column and Beckman 
methods. Pretreatment to remove any entrapped air
from the fibre material included either a modified 
drying technique or boiling in xylene. Density 
determinations of dry fibres have been carried out 
in different organic media.
The density gradient column method was the 
principe! method used* and it has been discussed in 
terms of its range* sensitivity* stability and 
calibration. This method was found to be more rapid 
and reliable than other methods for determining the 
density of a number of fibres.
The density values of Acrilan* cellulose 
acetate, nylon* polypropylene * polyethylene * 
polyurethane* rubber* silk* viscose rayon* Terylene* 
Tricel and wool fibres have been obtained in the dry 
state at a constant tenq>erature 20^0. The density 
values for the different dry fibres reflect the 
major differences in fibre structure and the slight
differences that eadLst between modified fibres of 
basioaiiy similar structure*
The density of Acrilam, oeiXulese aeetate, 
nylon, silk, viscose rayon, Terylene, Tricel, and 
wool bas been investigated at a constant temperature 
(20^C) over a humidity range of r.h. to 985^  r.h.
The densit(«5 ef a number of these materials have 
also been studied at Qf» and r.h. over a temperature 
range of 20^C to 70^0. the percentage change in the 
density values with temperature and humidity has 
been calculated based on the density of dry fibres 
at 20®C.
The effect of moisture adsorption on the 
density of Hydrophilic fibres has been to increase 
density at low humidities with the absorption of 
small amounts of water, followed by a fall in density 
as more water is absorbed. The effect of temperature 
on the density ef fibres has been a decrease in 
density with an increase in temperature.
These phenomenco. have been considered in 
relation to the structure of the fibre. As would 
be expected hydrophobic fibres such as polyethylene 
and polypropylene were found to be affected by 
changes in temperature only, but the order of change 
due to temperature and humidity of the hydroj^iilic
fibres varied considerably, Terylene and nylon 
were least affected by humidity as their regain 
values would lead one to expect and because there 
are feujer active groups and side groiq^s in the 
molecules of these fibres, Changes with temperature 
reflected the relative coefficients of cubical 
expansion of these materials. In Aerilan the 
effect of regain and temperature was slightly more 
predominant probably due to the fact that there may 
be comparatively strong attractive forces between 
neighbouring molecules and because of the polar 
nature of the «CN groups. Wool, silk and viscose 
rayon also showed a more predominant effect than 
nylon and Terylene. Thie may be due to the fact 
that in cellulose there are hydroxyl groups to which 
water molecules can be attaohod by hydrogen bonds, 
while in protedLns there are carbonyl groups in the 
main chain, and other active groups in the side 
chains.
Cellulose acetate, and Tricel showed less 
marked effect with regain and temperature compared 
with wool, silk and viscose rayon. This may be 
duo to the fact that there are /ecuey* active groups 
in the molecules of the fibres, as in cellulose 
acetate the hydroxyl groups are replaced by acetyl
groups and Trlool besides being more highly 
crystalline than cellulose acetate absorbs less 
water because of the removal of all hydrophilic 
hydroxyl groups.
Finally differences in the density of 
types of polypropylene, polyurethane and viscose 
rayon have been found and ascribed to differences 
thought to exist in their respective physical 
structures.
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1. DEFINITIONS
The density of a material may be defined as
the mass cemtaimed in unit velime of the material and
is usually expressed in grammes per ouhie centimetre.
The relative density or spécifié gravity of a material
is the ratio' of the weight ef the material at a
particular temperature to the weight of an equal velum©
of water at the same temperature *
In the ease of porous suhstauees such as textile
fihrea im which air is occluded in the pores, a
distinction may he drawn hetween the apparent amd true 
1density * The apparent density of a fibre is ohtaiued 
if the volume measured is the apparent volume of the 
fihre. iiioludiug pores and spaces, while the true density 
of a fibre i# ohtaiued if the volume measured is that 
occupied hy fibrous material only* Another term used 
with textile fibres is linear density which is defined 
aa the mass per unit length of a fibre and is usually 
expressed im mill it ex (milligrmwes per kilometre)# 
Finally the specific volume of a material is 
the reciprocal of the density, the volume per unit mass 
being expressed as cubic ceutimetres per gramme#
aa, MEmoDs OF mAemEMENT
Mass per..unit yolume
Thie ie the most direct method for determining 
the density of a solid provided that the weight and 
voltîtne of the material may he measured accurately # 
Coates'^ eousidered that it was possible to ealeulato 
the volume of glass fibres from measuremeute of their 
dimeuaioue, but that problems of aeourate measurement, 
and the number of meaeuremeuts required made the 
method laborious. Mo other textile rofereuoe has 
boon fotuid, which would suggest that this method is 
not so attractive a# it# apparent initial simplicity 
would suggest*
Boeoifio Gravity .10t.tl^  ..and Pycuometer#
The density of a liquid may be determined 
using a spécifié gravity bottle or pyanometer, but 
the method may be extended to solids provided they are 
heavier than the immersion media axid are insoluble in 
it* ICing^ measured the density of different wool 
fibres in water# and in organic liquids# using a 
spécifié gravity bottle and showed that organio 
liquids were not appreeiably absorbed when wool was 
exposed to their vapour, and that there was no 
observable swelling of the fibre in the water free 
liquid* Me showed further that the values of density
3for the dry fibre obtained using bensene# nitx»oboB^»en©, 
toluene # and carbon tetraohlorido as the immersion 
média were praetioslly identical, and'-that no 
penetration had oeeurred with any of the liquida# a 
ooiiolusion later substantiated by Bpeakmau^# in hie 
Studies of the atrueture of the wool fibres. King 
eoaoluded that the density as measured by displaoement 
of these organic liquids# wms the true density of wool, 
while that measured in water (a higher value) was
regarded as mi apparent density*
%
Davidson measured the density of cellulose 
ill water# helium and im some organic liquids* The 
values found in organic liquids # such as toluene and 
heptane# were slightly lower than the densities found 
in helium# whilst the density in water was much higher 
tham in either of the mom#mmllimg fluids* According 
to Davidson, the density in tielimi is th#' true density# 
as helium gas is not compressed mtû it was assumed that 
the small helium atoms could fill up all the pores # 
whereas although water also peuotratos the pores* it 
is compressed under the imfluemce of strong moleoular 
forces# loading to am uuderestimatiou of velum*#-# and
hence a high value of density*
6Weltîfiien reported that it might be possible 
timt certain capillary spaces in the fibre 
inaccessible to heliira# could be occupied by water, in
4which case the density measured in helium must he
7oenaidered to# lew* Filhy and Maaas^ determined
the density of cotton in bemsome mud reported it as
8the true density, while Lauer and Wemtermau tâio 
measured the density of eellulooe in water and in 
methyl alcohol and ethyl alcohol# suggested that the 
density lu water was the true density#
lîaertjos^ determined the (true) density of 
mercerised Egyptian cotton in helimnA and found values 
in agreement with the values found hy Davidson for 
laerceriaed Sea Island cotton# He also coneluded that 
the apparent considerable compression of the water 
could net be real and that some water must in some 
way penetrate into the walls of the pores* From a 
comparison of the density figures in helium, and in 
water, lleortjos calculated* that three percent of water 
penetrated completely into the crystalline part without 
giving rise to a dilation of the lattice# or a 
corresponding larger quantity penetrated partly into 
the surface of the micelles# Be also discussed the 
possiMlity of water bouad in micelles which were not 
crystalline, his concept of micelles being apparently 
not confined to the crystalline substance, but 
including all homogeneous solid material composing 
the fibre#
5t A
Stamm and Hansen determined the density
#f oeilniese in water# heiium# and in organic liquids 
and foiind the density in helium to fee nearer to that 
in water than the densities found in polar liquida 
which# as they oausa a swelling of the material# are 
larger than those in non--»welling liquids# lïemane^^ 
re Joe ted the density in helium as the true density 
feeoanso of the high density which wonld have to fee 
attrifetited to the aheorfeed water# The fact that
$ ft;
helium diffnee# ^ slowly through the dry oellulose 
membrane stiggeete that it 1» to some extent solnfele in 
eellnlose and oonld fee expeeted to give too high 
a value#
Wakeham^^ who measured the density of different 
hinds of cotton in feenaene# diootyl phthalata# and 
meronry# found that if fibres were out fey grinding in 
a ball mill and passed through a 20 mesh screen# the 
density of the Out fibre# was always greater than that 
of the %#ol# fibres# On the average# an Increase in 
density of o*o21 g/cm^ was obtained for cut cotton 
fibres measured in feene*one and in dioctyl phthalate#
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Blod and Frolich determined the density of 
different cellnlosic fibres in carbon tetrachloride# 
and their swelling in water# in order to establish the 
density swelling relationship# They found that as
thé density of dry fibres increased# the irniount of 
sweiiing decreased* The swelling in water was 
calculated as the weight ef water retained am
a percentage ef the dry weight ef the fibre#
1Âbhett mtû feedings determined the density 
ef uiidrawn and drawn nylen in water and in heimene# 
and stated that the volume measured i# men pemetratimg 
media such as hemseme was higher than that measured 
im water# hemce density figures were foutid 
correspomdimgly lower im hemmeme than im water* The
density of matural fibres im organic, liquids was
16imvestigated by Oc^mpbell and Bussell* They
postulated that natural fibres comtaim pockets or
pores accessible only to those liquids which cam
pemetrate below the surface amd fill these cavities*
17illimgworth  ^ im summeiri&^img the work which had been 
dome om the density of cot tom# regemerated cellulose# 
wool and silk# comcluded that the liquids which 
pemetrated the fibres did so by dissociatimg imter-* 
molecular bonds botweem the fibre molecules # with 
resultamt swellimg of the fibre# heme# the values 
obtmimed were mot the true demsity of the material*
He suggested that the values o.btaimed by gaseous 
displacememt with heliuia were nearly the true omes*
Fortes determined the density of oeiluioso 
acetate yarn in various members of the homoio#og^ 
series of aromatic, and aiiphatio aieohols# aldehyde#* 
ketones# ethers# esters# halogens# nitrilee, 
nitroeomponnde and hydrooarhon#. The apparent 
density was found to he a function of polar group# of 
the molecules of the liquid medium* a# well ae their 
aiw and shape values at 20%, ranging from 1*306 with 
carbon tetrachloride to 1*415 with n^heptaldehyde #
He suggested a hydrogen bonding mechaniem to explain 
the manner by which the liquids- medium molecules 
penetrated the material# and commented that different 
rates of penetration could be expected with different 
denier and number of filaments#
Hydrostatic ..Bi^ lanco
The density of both liquid and solid may be 
obtained by the use of a hydrostatic balance, the 
Principle of Archimede# stating that a body immersed 
in a liquid expresse®, a loo# in weight which i# 
exactly equal to the weight of liquid displaced# 
eaine# and Hutkowski^^ devised a method for measuring 
the densities of liquids based on this principle and 
/round that the measurements of a number of samples
8mntû bo made very qpiokly, sonsitivity# precision 
at'id calibration being also discussed *
Eemaris ©t ai^ detormimod the density of 
ooiiuioeo in water# and they stated that the density 
in water proved to be dependent upon the proiiminary 
treatment and upon the time which elapsed siiiee 
immersion# They obtained constant and reproducible 
figures, after briefly boiling im water, after an 
interval of fifteen hours * They also stated that 
the figures obtained were still to some extent 
affected by temperature even after a eorrection had 
been made for the temperature of the water*
Flotation . and Oradieut. doluimn .
An obvious method of measuring the density of 
a solid is to observe whether the solid sink# or 
floats in liquids of known density. The density of 
the liquids can be adjusted until the material neither 
sinks nor floats, the density of the liquid being then
taken as the density of the solid# The method has
been extended to provide a oolimm of liquid, whose 
density varies in -a eon#tant manner from [top to the 
bottom, in which the solid is allowed to find its own 
level of corresponding density.
Figtatien method
The flotation method, using oarhon
21
tetraehlerlde, was first applied to fibres by Moll 
who determined the density of oolliilose fibres. 
Hermans also worked with cellulose fibres and 
suspended email pellets of the fibres im carbon 
tetrawhlorid#* and them varied the temperature umtil 
the fibres remaimed suspemded im the liquid* The 
demsities of the fibre and liquid were them the saine, 
and kmowimg the values of the densities of the liquid 
at different temperatures the fibre demsity at a 
particular temperature could be obtained* These 
figures could bo corrected to a standard temperature 
by the application of the eoefficiemt of expansiom 
of the liquid* The method was claimed to give the 
demeity values' accurate to the third decimal place* 
Bharkov and Lovanova^^ dotermimed the density 
of varioua cellulosie fibres im carbon tetrachloride* 
They found greater variations im density values of 
acetate raye#., end asstrned that the properties of 
cellulose acetate, were affected by the composition 
of the medium used. They further reported that the 
lower the dielectric constant of the medium and the 
lower the swelling of the cellulose in it, the lower 
will be the density and the higher will be reactivity
10
of the oelluloae to ethamelysi# anti hydrolysis*
Abbott and Goodings^^ modified and speeded 
mp this method* They placed nylon fibres, chopped 
up to 1 mm lengths, into a tube eontaining a mixture 
of liquids of approximately the eorreot clansity*
The tube was them centrifuged and if their demsitiea 
were the same the fibres remained in a uniform olaud 
ill the liquid* if they were different they aceuimlated 
into a single group, which sank or floated depending 
on whether the liquid density was too high or too low* 
By the proooss of trial and error, the correct density 
could be fatiiicl* They also concluded that the density 
values were accurate to the third decimal place.
Craig et al'" ' determined the density of 
acrylic fibres in liquid mixtures of carbon 
tetrachloride and toluene, and also by iowBersiiig the 
fibre sample in mercury in order to find correlation 
between these two rnmthods# They found that the 
-ûouBtty' in a wotting liquid decreased with inci^easing 
amounts of residual aelvont left in the sample during 
spinning indicating the creation of non#-coiamunicating 
VO Ida in the fibre * They reported that the large 
differoncea in the two donaities could be partially 
accounted for by marked increase in the degree of 
crenulation of the fibre surface causing the density 
in mercury to be large*
11
Takahashi and measured the
density ef aerylie fibre# in organic liquids in 
order to check the correlation with x#*ray 
diffraction. They found no correlation with the 
crystallinity aa measured by the x*ray diffraction 
method* and considered that the density seemed to 
be aaaociated with the exiat.enoa of microvoid#.
The density value# were observed to be higher in 
organic liquid# than, those expected from the value# 
of scattering power. They stated that because of 
heat treatment of water swellei& filament# under wot 
conditions.* the volume fraction of microvoids became 
very largo and the bIsub of distribution# of miorovoid# 
reached an unusually largo dimension, so that many 
void# of largo sisio wore filled up by the liquid 
used for the measurement of density and hence higher 
densities wore obtained#
The use of the flotation method for determining
the density of single fibres, or small bundle# of
26fibre# ha# been reviewed by Rochas $ '
Density Gradient Oolumn
Mono of the method# so far discussed seem to
offer both the high degree of precision and the
a.
rapidity required for the measurement ofj^large nwaber
12
of sample#* The density gradient eelumn would appear 
suitable in these respeets#"^^""^^’ The use ef the 
density gradient eelumm was first described by 
Linder#trem^Lang and eo**W0rker# * A gradient
was made in a vertical glass tube, mud the density 
mf micrescepic droplet# was determined, it being 
#he%m that a fairly stable linear density gradient 
could be established and maintained by the partial 
mixing of two organic liquids*
Boyer ©t al*^  ^ who measured the rate of 
crystallissation of poiyvinylidene chloride samples and 
other polywr», prepared, a gradient in a measuring 
cylinder by t^ing a liquid of density greater than 
that required to be measured and then filling the 
remainder of the cylinder with a liquid of density 
lower than that required to be measured, bulk mixing of 
the two liquid# being avoided* They found that it was 
a rapid method for the identification of the density of 
single polymer particle*
An alternative technique is to introduce the 
two liquids into the colmm simultaneously in such a 
varying proportion throughout the filling that a 
linear density gradient is produced immediately#
Methods of doing this have been described by Anderson"^ 
and Tung and T a y l o r w h o  discussod the linear stability
13
0t inm density gradient formed by
Tessler et al' who examined the influence#
#f apiimimg variables ei-i sy:%thetia and eellulesie 
fibre#, eemelWed that the gradient eeltmm was a 
simple miû rapid method whereby the textural
4ihemegeneity ef fibres eeuld be studied* tfetlaufer 
ctesoribed a simple déviee fer filling a density
4*2gradient eelman which was used by Preston and Himkar* 
for measuring the density of natural and synthetic 
fibres, the method again depending oti setting up a 
vertical diffusion gradient between two orgmtic liquids 
whose densities were above and below the density to 
be measured. Fibre density values tomtû by this 
method agreed with those previously published in 
literature, tmû differed from one another by less than 
the experimental error in the examination*
Stock and Scofield^^^ determined the density of 
wool and resin treated wool fibres, and noted that the 
density of wool increased uniformly up to 20 hours 
from 1*316 g/ cm.^ , after 24 hours to a final figure 
of 1* 319 g/cm^, and wool containing 3*9ï^  resin rose 
from 1,300 g/cm^, and was still rising 4o hours later, 
when the density was 1*323 g/om^. They also discussed 
range, stability, sensitivity, and calibration*
l4
of various fibres Im inixturea 
ot qrganâo liquide ime râeaattrad by Mlkbmllev et 
ill order to investigate the moleoular s troc two of 
the fIbrea # fhey low4 that the relation Wtwoom
the time density amg the water oontemt oool# be 
need im determining atmeWr# homogeneity of the 
fibres « % e y  have farther reported that improved 
phyeieo«»meohanioai oharaeteristios of cord fibres were 
brought atooht by uniform dietribtition of the inter 
moleomlar bonds with Beapeet—tO' immber of'energies#
The density of poiymerio materials in liquid 
mixturea of heptane and carbon tetrachloride have 
been obtained by Stefmni et al» Kennedy and
It II
g'ontana* ' Eciyano and Nago,  ^and Rosenbaum*
They found that those liquide did not interact with 
the polymer, and a reliable measure of density could 
be obtained « Hurley and TsentiS'^ '^^  d#te%mi%wd the 
density of polyaerylonitrile in a solution of 
heptane and carbon tetrachloride. They found the 
maximum densities of acrylonitrile homopolymcra and 
copolymers containing at least Bj9$ acrylonitril© by 
weight were slightly less than l,.EOü g/cm^, while the 
density of wet spun unstretched gel fibres which had 
never been dried or heated above gO^O was foimd
to be 1,233 ^/oïïP\ They
15
reported that eeeentially all space within the gel 
fibres was acceaaible to the surrouncling liquide» 
and that the density of 1*233 g/em^ was met caused 
by interaction of earhon tetraohleride with the 
polymer gel end they eensidered it a true density 
of polyaerylenitrile#
On the other hand Ripa and Kiolmeider^^ 
measured the apparent densities o-f aerylio fibre» 
aorylio homo-polystier, co-*polymer» and tripolymer gels» 
in different liquids and liquid mixtures** They found 
that the gel densities greatly depended on the media 
used in the test method» because for the same gel 
values they obtained the values ranging from 1#1E to 
1*26 i,i% vas'^ ioua mediw*. They stated that liquid 
polymer luteraetioii» and preferential adsorption in 
binary solutions» usually took place* They further 
reported that the apparent dehsities depended on 
Other factors- suOh as weight, dimensions of the 
adsorbed molecules, and also on the surface area of 
polymer available for interaction*
Finally some eritieism of the gradfbht method 
came from Austin and Boberts^^ who, in determining the 
deneities of a seriee of laundered cotton, used both 
methods and considered that the gradient method of
l6
diffusion was less reliable than the flotation 
method because of the greater variability of the/r 
results using the former method,
Meferenoe values of the densities of various 
fibres have been shown in Table 1, together with the 
methods and media used.
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Density of fibres, comparison of values#
methods, and media
Eeyt^- lledia
1 * Botmomo
2 * OarbûM ’ tetrachloride 
3. Dioc tylphthalate
ké Ethyl alcohol 
3# Heptane 
6* Methyl alcohol 
7* Mitroben^ene 
8« Kérosène 
9* Toluene 
IS • Wouter 
11, Xylene
12*. Mixture of 1 and U
1.3* Mixture of 1 and 7
14# Mixture of 4 and 10
13# Mixture of S and 2
16, Mixture of 0 and 10
17# Mixture of 11 and 2 
IB# Mixture of 9 and 2
Method
A specific gravity Bottle 
B Fyhnometer 
C Hydrostatic Balance 
D Flotation
B Density gradient column
1 8
TABLE 1 (Contd)
FiBjp*
Assriian
eeilaloa©
Boito»
Kyion
Beaaity
&/0ST
1,17
Mediwwi Method Roferoaeo
17 E 44
1,17-1,82 15 B 45
1,175-1.838 15 E 49
1,174-1.189 15 E 24
1.30 17 53
1.31 17 IB 42
1.534 a A 81
1,336 17 E 44
1.538 17 » 51
1.541 17 E 51
1.54a 3 B 13
1,544-1.568 12 B 23
1.547-1.553 17 D 1
1,550 17 B 53
1.550 17 E 42
1.550 9 A 3
1,-534 1 . B 13
1.610 10 A 5
1.610 10 A 1
l.l4o 1 A 55
1,140 17 IS 4a
1.141-1,146 13 B 15
1,142-1.154 17 B 44
1.150 17 E 53
1,164-1.166 10 B 15
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ïieforonoe
Siik
TABLE 1 (Contd)
Fite© fioaaity Medium Method
e/oiB'
Polyetliylen.®
0.98 17 B 42
0.98 14 E 53
Felyi>rppylene
0.908*0.914 16 B 44
1.34 17 B 53
1.34 17 B 42
1.353 1 A 56
1.426 10 A 56
1.38 17 B 53
1.39 17 B 42
1,28-1.29 17 B 53
Viacoee
®ayon 1.507-1.337 12 D 23
1.518-1.525 2 D 1
1.520 12 B 42
1*520 12 B 53
1.534 9 A 5
1,608 10 A 5
1,614-1.620 10 A 1
To3?ylono
Trleel
Wool
1.30 17 B 53
1.30 17 B 4a
1.303 7 A 3
1.304 1 A 3
1,306 7 A 3
1.319-1.323 12 B 43
1.394-1,397 10 A 3
1.396 4 A 3
1.408 6 A 3
2 0
3, ÎBFPBeT OP TOMPERATORE
Eusseii and Van.. Kerpea^^ studied the effect 
0t teaperattire cm spécifié veium# #f dry ceiluiome 
acetate and triacetate» mid caietilated the vaitime 
eoefficent ef expaneien* They fannd that there %me 
an increase in the ceefficient with mx inereaee in 
température» and hence a decrease in density#
Hunter and Oahes*^ ^^  using a dilatomater made a through 
study 0f the effect ef temperature on the density of 
peiyethyiene# They found that about of the 
apeoimon was cryataWine at room temperature and *^^‘s /vAchon 
remained unchfmged. up t# about 70^0, but thereafter 
foil rapidiy until the specimen was completely amorphous 
at a temperature betvieen and depending on
the nature of the substance# They explained that the
density of molten polyethylene was only slightly 
dependent upon average molecular weight# but the 
temperature at which crystalline material first appears 
on cooling was raised by an increase in molecular weight* 
Tiie curve for polyethylene fibre showed a decrease in 
density with an increase in temperature#
Juilf#^^ studied the density of dry viscose 
rayon at 10^0 intervals of temperature from ^0^0 to 
70 6. A gyadient oolunm filled with xylene end
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carbon tatraehlorid# was used» the density of the 
fibre deeréasing up to 33^0 anû them increasing from 
35^0 to yo^G, Temperature and humidity might be 
expected to have a combined effect on the density of 
a fibre# a rise or fail in temperature causing a 
fall or rise in humidity causing a fall or rise in 
regain# The resultant density would appear to 
depend én the relative rates of temperature and 
regain effects »
4# BFmoT OF u m A m  m h  imiiDiTT
It would be expected that any factor which
influenced the mass or volume of a fibre # would
affect the value of density# Many fibres absorb
water from the surrounding atmosphere resulting in
increased weight and volume and hence the change in
density will depend on the relative rates of change of
these two quantities#
1
Hermans studied the effect of regain on 
density of viscose rayon filament# # He explained that 
the initial increase of density with regain was due to 
the exlstmnce of free space inside the fibre» being 
first occupied by water molecules# thereby increasing 
the weight of the material without adding to the volume# 
After the free space was fully occupied an Increase
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in vQlmuo due to swelling overtook the increase in 
mass due to moietiire aheorption» resulting in a 
fall of density until saturation was reached#
$tamm and Seherg determined the density 
#f native cotton at various regain., and showed that 
the curves ran through a muximura value which 
corresponded to a lower water content in native 
cellulose than in the regenerated cellulome. They 
oaneidered that the initial inoreate in density 
depends on the contraction resulting from water 
abeorption which used to ho aeorihed to comproeeion 
of the water in the pores of the material#
Spealcman and Bavill#^^ showed, that the density 
of nylon like that of wool fibre# first increased, and 
then decreased with the inoroasing water content, but 
the maximum density was attained at a higher humidity 
than viscose rayon#
In general, a eharacteristic feature of all 
the curves obtained for different fibre# such as 
cotton"^# eilk»^^ and wool^^ is the initial increase in 
density which accompanies the absorption of small 
amount of water# followed by a fall in density as more 
water is absorbed# It follows that changes in the 
value of the density of m hydrophilic fibre may be 
expected with changes in the relative humidity of the
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atmosphorb# may he defined as the prooaee
in which vapour moiemiie# are attached to sites in 
eeiids •.. Moisture eerptiena eoeiir mainly in the non 
eryataiiine regions ef the fibres# mid it has been 
reperted^^ that the amount of water aheerhed at a 
given temperature and humidity is proportional to the 
amorphous fraétiOB sharing of one moleeule by two or 
three sorption sites* (kmmm as co-operative sorptiom),^^ 
Various authors have reported ' the theoretical 
deductions based on the concept of multi-layer 
sorption im fibres to explain the observed sorption 
isotherme, Fig*l, shows the sorption ieothcmne of a 
number of textile fibres* the order of change in the 
density with humidity being expected to be greatest 
with fibres with the steepest gradient such as viscose 
rayon and wool* and less with Terylene and Acrilan 
while no change at all would be expected with 
completely hydrophobic fibres such as the polyolefines*
5# ASPFGTB OF m m i T Y  MBABmmmHT
General aspects that require consideratian 
include the amount* cleanliness* and condition of the 
fibre I the speed# accuracy* and ease of measurement of 
the test methods# and the problems of fibre diameter 
and liquid media which influence the d#termimatiom of
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real and apparent density#
The fibre must be clean ana measurement# made 
at Uno%m value# of temperature* humiaity# and regain 
tmû ideally a methoa for measuring the denaity sheuia 
he capable of dealing with a single fibre# but 
inetaneea eeuld. eeeur where meaaurementa based en a 
cluster ef fibre# were required# Berne commente have 
already been reperte# on the #p#ea and ease ef 
measurement of the different method# and epinien# seem 
t# be divided on whether the spécifié gravity bottle
method or the flotation method provide# the greater
1.Û©oasitivity aad accwaey* and Hu#»oH ia
fhniîp stwdiesi of the density measwemeat o-f eellalosle 
fibres repeated that hy epeeigte gjfnvlty battle the
ctn Oiccuirac^ of -
' •■ciensit^j eouM be obtained to,0»01 g/cia**, while
■ û^ yHomans * reported in his stwdlee of the density of 
vlaeose rayon that by flotation method the
Ctn Q.ccuy#(ic*f of **
could be obtained to^##B#l g/cttr^ # For general 
comparison botwoon material# the fonmor would appear 
euffioiont but the latter would be required to measure 
the differenoe# between modified fibre# of the same 
origin*
Borne cosîtment may be made on the influence of 
fibre strueture and liquid media on density* A study 
of the morphological struotur# of eeliulose fibres 
has suggested that they may contain pores, the
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éimommiom of whieh #r# far larger than the dimension# 
of most of moloouieo*68-?0 and that the donsity and 
the opooifio voWae of a aoWtamo# are typioaliy 
maorosoopio physical constants# If the density of 
a porous body must w  ##tem#ihod hy mean# of a 
submersion in a liquid or a gas# the foiiowing oasop 
may ho dotermimW#
(i) the medivrn doe# mot pornotrato into the 
pores at all# The volume measured 1# the oxtermal 
volume «.n<£ 6 Me rooiprooal value is the m  called 
apparent density of the porou# body#
The mriitrn only partly pemetrate# into 
the pores# The d#m#ity found 4# greater than that im 
the first oaeo, hut lower than the true demmity of the 
eompaet material «.
(3 ) The medima fill# all the pore# completely» 
giving the aentity of the oompmet smhstamoe #
(4) The medium pemetrato# into all the pore# 
amcl 4# moreover eompreeaed giving a higher dmmeity#
The value found for the demsity of the euhmtmuo# will 
then he too great*
attempted to evaluate the ratio of 
oryetallimo to mom orystallim# oolluloeo im several' 
fibre#» amd a#sume«l that the lower demsity was due to 
imtorohaim opaoe# im mom oryetmllim# regiom# # amd also 
oomfirmed that the demeity measured 4m various media
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û0^0uûm 0» t w  îiattsre taedla, Acfeordi»©
to ïîoï’.tiaîîKgi. t W  volwme of a poz*oue body could toe 
ïmmvtmû o»ly w l u g  tîts molecule# ttet are «euoiderably 
eaalior than the dlraeaeticma of the $>or08 in the body. 
Since the denmity of fibre# in toonsene, cartoon 
tetrachioridc, toinetto ®lid eimiiar non ewolllng liquid# 
was the ammo* aithongh the siae of these aoiecuies 
varies, this density may tee regarded as the macroscopic 
density of the fitore. this macroscopic density mis 
regarded toy heraiett# a# the real density of the material» 
fhtt# it eecBW rcaeonatole to. conclude that the 
density of the fibre could tee measured mi(ly toy using 
organic liquid#» such a# xylene, toluene, botm&nQ, 
cartoon tetrachloride, pentnchlorethane and n-heptanc.
Ëeaaons. forf###
the density of a fibre is one of the 
fimdawental properties of the material* Its value 
depend# on the chemical constitution *md on the physical 
distribution of the atoms and molecules within the 
fibre, %us a knowledge of the density value for a 
particular fibre serves a# a means of identification, 
while the range of density affords information on the 
structure and modlfioations of a -.particular fibre *
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4$ m i m  to the progertlo# of
the fihroi the effect of W # %  m%û light, #tye$e#etemim 
^ha%?a0te:ei#tie#, weight # W  mxé
wioMlity %#i#g ##m# #f th# item# that have W e #  
eem#i##rW*
Dweity wae eomaiaeyea by Speoteaa a W  s&ville" " 
%#wm they memewea th# velatieaehip of
myie# mt hm$Witie# * Flory^^
e t W i W  thé maeremeieemlar mtmmetmve m$a imaehamiemi 
prepertie# #f fihren# pvetei## mud stated that the 
èiiïieiii4e#ai ohm%$m haroiight ahemt hy W a t  m m  other 
agemeie# ooWlû he e%piai#ed hy the meltihg mf
eryetalliHe regie##, iim #ht that the
oryetalli## s t m e t w e  of the fihrom# proteimm differed 
from that of the eyhthetie folj^er, heihg impemed hpem 
the mtrhetmre whieh %mm im a highly ordered state, 
wherea# im ayiithetie material#, eooiihg of the melt 
lead# to a diepêréioh of #mali ery#t#iiim# wdee,
Eermam#'^ '" mtmdied th# r#imtio##hip Wtweea the 
demmity, moleotiiar oriehtatioii w d  oweiling of treated 
vieeoee rmyom flimmmt## Ee foow that the aoid 
omtalyet ueed in the prooe## may affeet the phyeieai 
propertio# -of the treated fibre#, and eo#eiW#d that 
oriehtatio# %m# hhaffeeted W t  that differemee# im 
aimilimg were mwertai#* Be forther stated that
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the fibre atibsfaiioe moat b# ooaaidered me eompaet 
and ooneieting of a praotioaliy tiomogonooue mixtwe 
of oryetaliino and maorphohe parte * It would also 
bo oxpooted that there warn a definite relatiomehip 
between refraotlvo power and density of the fibre.
This tee W o n  ilitietrated by the Giadetone and Baie 
rule %#ioh etntee that if n he the refractive index 
of a euhetanoe and û the density* then ia a 
com#tant value for a given fibre, from which by 
multiplioation hy the molecular weight M» the 
moleoular refraction (WR) of the auhstanoe may he 
obtained#
Gooko and Wmrwicker^^' stated that the density 
of any partially oryatalline lattice will he lee# 
than that oaloulated for the oryatalline lattice» 
and domeity measurement# were need to investigate 
changes in the eryetallinity of vieeoee during
spinning whom the density tended to increase, and hot 
extrusion treatment when the density tended to 
decrease #
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a
Detail# of the fibres used in the present 
imveatigatien#, have been given in Table ;%#
Fibre detail#
Acrilaii 
Cel la, 
My lorn
3.4,
O uloB© acetate 
^ 66
.1.2,
3.4.
Polypropylene' 
Polyetteylen©^*®*
p0 lyurethanes
Obemstraml^ * ^
Glospam^ *
Lyora^"^
Spaimelle^ *'''^
Vyrene^*^
Terylene^*^^'^'^*
Triool^*^
Viscose 
( normal filament ) yarn,
yiscos© rayon (modified)
yarn*
fibre*377 millitem* 5'^ -15" staple
yarn, 111 millitex. 1 7/16" staple
yarn. ^50 tax* 1 fil
yarn* tex, 4o fil
yarn* 3a tox* 1 fil
yarn. 46 texi 1 fil
yam* 62 tex, 1 fil
yam* 51 tex, 1 fil
yarn* 46 tex, 1 fil
yarn* 50 tax, 1 fil
yarn* 17 tax* 48 fil
fibre * 136 fflillitex 1 7/16"staple
Bright Fibre 
Durafil^
1Strong Fibro- 
yinoel^
Viscose rayon^
(resin treated)
Oellttlosic film^
186 millitex 1 ?/l6**staple
111 millitex*! 7/16*^staple 
yarn* 166 millitox»! 7/16**staple 
yarn. 111 millitex,! ?/l6»*staple 
yarn, 166 millitex,! 7/l6**staple 
yarn 30 tex (fibro )
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ïioyt (1
<a
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
Dry State at '©
Temperature experiments 
Dry and hmaidity experiments at 10^0 
Temperature and hienidity experiment# 
Mae# per unit velmme experiment# 
Spécifié gravity bottle 
Fletatien method 
Beneity gradient eelmnn 
Beeteaii metlied.
Clhemiealat
All liqtiid# were Analar quality and were dried 
before u#e whore mooo##ary. Table 3 ehows the 
liquid# used caid Table# 4 and 5 show the high and low 
density liquid# u#od= for density determination# at df^ ertnt 
regmim smd temperattires for varioii# fibro# ©
T A S m  3
Selection of pure liquid#.
biquid#
Carbon totraohloride 
Pent Ohio ro ethane 
Xylene
D.wmity cio°c)
.3
1, 
1,673 
0,864
Tabl© 4
Denaitiea of mixtures of xylene and oarbom 
tetrachloride for dry/humidity density
memewementa, c to**a)
Fibre Low density 
B/ata?
High density
@/cii2
Acrilmm ' 1.133 1.236
Cellulose acetate 1.262 1.385
Mylom 1,104 1.234
Po lypropyl one 0.864 1.106
Polyethylene 0,864 1.106
Silk 1,294 1,410
Terylone 1.333 1.435
Tried 1.230 1.355
Viscose rayon 1.478 1.595
¥ o d 1,262 1.385
TABLË 5 3^
Bàiiaities of mixtures of xylene and
carbon tetrachloride for temperature/humidity
meaewememts, cio**c)
Fibre Low doïialty 
liquid
g/om-'^
High density 
liquid
b/cuP
Acrila» 1.123 1.305
Oellulos© acetate 1,862 1.422
Myloa 1.104 1.276
Pelypz'epyitme 0,864 1.155
Poly® tfeyl 0)10 0,864 1.155
S i m 1.294 1,455
Teryiene 1.335 1.510
IVicei 1.830 1.402
Wool 1.362 1.422
Where dry liquids were used for density
7%measurements » xylene was dried over sodium wire 
and redlati).led» and carbon tetrachloride tmd
7Ûpentachlereothaue %mre dried ever oaloium chloride 
and potassium carbonate*  ^respectively and 
redistilled# The density of each liquid obtained
by specific gravity bottle measurements# and was 
checked by the appropriate specific gravity hygrometer. 
The volume addition property of each combination of 
low and high density liquids was also checked.
2 *  O M D A
mPARATION OP Bj
#tWr than twme memticned belew 
were purified with ether, washed in 1# Teepel 
mtntion at 60^0 far %3 minutes, rinsed with distiiled 
water, dried and eenditiened in humidity reom at 65# 
relative husitidity and at BO - 1%, tow kB hours, and 
were tea ted tinder these eondi tiens#
Weal I ¥oei fibres frem a Limeoln fleece, were 
eleaased by steeping in petrelemt ether for 2k hours, 
given a soxlilet estraetion with methylene chloride, 
and them washed in 1# Tmepoi solutiom- at 6o^O for 15 
mimutes, heimg fimally rimsod with distilled water.
The fibres- were dried, eomditiomed-, at 20 - 1^0,
65 - 1# r#h$ * and stored im elosed eomtaimers# The 
root and tip portions of a fibre were removed before 
use# Merino fibres were similarly treated#
Mvlom 661 2*22 tes bright momofilamemt mylom was
üloamed by estraotiom with alcohol and ether, ' 
followed by washing and drying as wool* ' ^
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811k4 Silk yarn was purified by immersing for
1 hour in 1# Teepol solution at 98^0# rinsed in 
0*5# soap solution at rinsed in hot 0.6#
ammonia solution, rinsed, extracted in a soxhlet 
anoooeeively with alohhol, then ether and again with
ttK
alcohol, rinsed thoroughly in water, allowed to 
soak in water at 50^0, for 1 hour and finally dried
in humidity room at 65# relative humidity and at 
so® 1l®0 *>*• 24 hour..
Vieooep ravoni Samples of vieooee rayon yarn were
pp
0*t;raota«J with mothyien. chloride and alcohol, 
followed.toy washing and drying as wool.
For tests on dry fibres the method of drying
recommended hy Hermans was used# Fihre# were 
exposed for IB hour# in an oven at 105^0 and then kept 
at 2 0 ^ 0 in a vaouma desiccator over phoephorua pentoxide 
until required*
Condi ti on,ing
For teat® requiring regain or relative humidity 
condition# dry fibre# were transferred to a deaiceator 
at 20^0 under the appropriate desired relative 
humidities obtained by the use of saturated salt
3 5
aolmtiens ah m m  in Table 7, and kept until required. 
For experiment# involving temperatures above 20^0 
the aamplea (and desieeater) were kept im am eve# 
at the required temperature for several hours.
Preuaratiou. ..of. .emmmlee.
samples were usually relied betwoam gloved 
thumb and torefimger to fotm small loosely packed, 
spherical pellets with a diameter of E to 3 mm, and 
a weight of 0.5 mg. Xu the case of uemsity 
measuremamt of dry fibres, two different methods were 
used to expel air from fibres before placing them 
into gradient column.
Method At Fibres were boiled in xylene for three 
minutes mud then rapidly transferred to the gradient 
column*
Method Bs A technique similar to that used by
fa ^
Hermans'was employed* The apparatus being shown in 
Figure E(m)* ' The outlet tube 7 was connected to a
water pump. Bamploe after drying at 110^G were 
suspended in vessel 4, xdiich was kept at 40 - 45^0 
by placing the vessel in a beaker of water, and kept 
under vacuum* Carbon tetrachloride in 1 was boiled 
at 33^C under reduood pressure and by opening tap 3
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the vapour oxpeiled all the air from the veeaol 4.
After 30 minmtee atopoook 6 and tap 3 were oloaed», 
and the heating hath at 1 and 4 were removed and the 
flash 1 lifted to a horizontal position 0 0 that on 
opening tap Ê, veseel 4 was filled to the top with
air free oarhoh tetrachloride from which the emmple 
could he transferred to the gradient column ae 
required*.
It was found that the density of the fibre 
after this treatment was the same am that after 
boiling the fibre in xylene and hence Method A has
been preferred on grounds of speed and aimplicity*
3. mABimBmwT op DmeiTY
(i| Maas per unit volume
(ii) Specific gravity bottle*
(iii)Flotation method
(iv) Density Gradient column
(v) Beckman method*
Mass .pgr unit. yol.ume.
Lengths of high t&x monofilament nylon fibre# 
wore available and inapection showed that they 
posaaeeed a relatively smooth and circular section*
9 cm lengths were cut, cleaned and dried* Imdivldtial
3 7
lengths were measured with m oathetomotor to 
0.001 cm# weighed to 0*0001 and five readings of
diameter taken to 0,0001 em*
Asatiming complete ciroularity them
Maes Maoe
Borne Ity « _
Vdlume ^ d^h/4
where d fibre diameter am* 
h « fibre length cm*
The meaas of tom oboorvatiome wore thkem and demeity 
detormlmod with am acemraoy of - 0*01* g/em^
Bemstty dotormimatiomo for wool and viscose
rayon wore made using the specific gravity bottle
{■■*
m e t h o d # A specific gravity bottle* comtaimimg a 
t m m m  weight of fibre was filled with water# air . 
huhhles being removed by stirring with a glass rod* 
follotfod by a brief rodmction in pressure by placing 
the sample in a coaled destocator tinder vacuum 
condition# The bottle was then transferred to a 
water thermostat at 20%* equilibrium being attained 
In one hour# weighing# being repeated until a constant 
reading was obtained# The weight of specific gravity 
bottle with distilled water at 20^0 had previously 
been determined and hence the density of the fibre
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oould. îî® oaicutlateel. Th.© meesis of five obeervations
%êéeg tmkern deteamnlrnqd witM am aoeat^aoy
of ^ O.OOOg. The experiment was repeated uBtms 
xylene, and earWn tetraotileride im plmee ef water
Flotation .metW#
Demeity de tormina tione for nylon, Terylen© 
wool and viaeoae rayon wore made aoing flotation 
method* Small ammple# of fihree ware ohoppod np 
to 1 mm length#, boiled Iti xylene and plaeed in a 
15 ml oentrifuge Who eontaining a mixtnre * 
of earhon tetrachloride ^md xylene of the approximate 
denoity to that of the fibre. , eentrifaging was 
carried oat for two minnto# at 2000 r.p.m* and the 
density of the liqnid adjneted until the fibre# just 
remained in a state of suspension. value of this
density of the lic|uid was obtained by pyoncmetry m%d 
taken a# the value of the density of the fibre, Five 
reading# per saiapl© were talcen and it ia considered 
that the method gave value# to an accuracy of ^ 0,0005
Method A* A density gradient column was initialiy
'Hs
prepared in a 500 ml a toppered measuring cylinder
graduated in g ml diviaicn. To 230 ml of carbon, 
tetrachloride was added successive amounts of the
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lighter liquid xyieme*' the eelumn after being gently 
stirred for 10 #ee#we after filling, was left in a 
eoBditinned laberatery at 20 t l^o, for 48 betire 
before use* Clradienta prepared in ttiie way were 
found t# be stable for three week#» While the 
approximate density at any level in the eelumn can be 
ealonlateili the gradient eelmme were calibrated
â,
using (eerie# of glass bead# of knewm density #e that 
an aemirate density profile eeuld be obtained* The 
densities of the beads had been determined by 
Archimedes principle # The calibration beads after 
drying in a-eetone were Infrodueed into the gradient 
oolumn and their position noted by means of a 
eathetometer, lieadihg# iwer.e; taken at a point 
threefifth#- of the way down the bead, experkments 
having shown that this was m fair approximation to the 
centre of gravity of a bead as constructed* yiaoose 
rayon, wool, nylon and Torylene fibres which had boon 
rolled into a small bead after preparation wore gently 
inserted in the gradient column, ami a period of one 
hour allowed for equilibrium* Their positions were 
them noted by means of a cathetometer,or by reforcnee 
to the voinmetrlc scale, and the density obtained by 
reference to the calibration curve for the column#
The use of a cathe tome ter minimised the risk of error 
d%%e to inaccnrate reading of the position of the sample,
4 0
Method Bs .âa mentioned In the introduction,
refinements û m the methods of preparing gradient
7Bemltmme have bccB auggeated and that by has
hO0B used* The apparatus, #h##% in Figura 3., 
consists of à j m c W t W  celimm B, mixing chamber B# 
and a opam. container à# ct»i,mectcd through cocks 0 and 
II as shown# Th# magnetic stirrer 0 was situated 
baiaw the mixing chamber B# and the glass unit 
comieeted t# the vaemm pxmp when filling the column# 
The mpty eolumm waa auhjeeted. to reduced 
premaure and tha low density liquid drawn through 
ecicii M, and replaced in the ohamher by high density 
liquid from the hookor# A gradual and even iuoreaso 
in the douaity of the liquid in the ohmaber, and 
therefore of the liquid drawn into the column, was 
ensured by oomtinuoue mixing of the liquid in B with 
m% olectromognotie stirrer# Xfitmi the eolumu was 
filled cook II waa oloaed m%d the ooluimn was ready for 
use# The time taken to establish the ealumu was about 
IS iiiinutes# ■ The liquid column could be kept in a 
dry condition by using a dehydrating head, and the 
temperature controlled by circulating water from a 
themaostatically coutroilod water bath# One 
difficulty that was mot overcome was that mixing of 
the liquids did mot begin immediately with the result 
that (pure) low demeity liquid was drawjo into the
oAlwm. ïh® height or volante of this had to he 
allowed for In any calealations or measaroments 
involving roforene® to the top of the eolantn, Iho 
density at «ly point holow the top of the oolamn may 
he oaloaiated from the following fonnala., -
I'Jhere Pj^  » p'roportion of the original low density 
eomponent in the solution» h # height at a point from 
the top of the oolamn. (cm), A * cross sectional area 
of the ooltaan, (cm )»v ss v*ia#e of the low density 
liquid in the ohawher. for the sake of
oonvenionc© the tuhe was graduated volumotrioally and 
filled with same volume of the liquid on every 
ocoasion, so that the volume of the liquid above each 
of the graduations then being known, the oaloulations
I
of the density profile was simplified» Table 6 shows 
the relationship between this ratio and the density of 
the liquid at any level. It follows that one method 
of obtaining the greatest sensitivity over a small 
range of density is tO' keep the ratio small (large 
value of v) and to select a low and high density liquid 
as near as possible, to the expected density of the 
fibre. If however low and high density liquids are 
too close together in density value then some difficulty
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may he im the initial and
final change# in. dewity in the eelmmm# A density 
profile (eaieuiatod) fhf a ooimm where Ah lûOû ml*
V # 1000 ml, low density .liquid 1#0S0 mxû high demeity 
liqaié t k h s o  i© shown in Figure 4, where the ratio 
Ah/v i$ equivalent to suooeeeive height# of 100 ml*
The aeeuraoy of the method depend# on the aoeuraoy of 
the determination# of the original liquid deneitie# 
mmé of the meaohrement of the (volume) height at any 
epeoifio point in a eoltmm* It i# thui- m% advantage 
to have a# narrow a eolwm a# poeeiblo within the 
limitation^ i«#o#ed by oneuring freedom of sample 
moaouremont* % e  memme of ten obeervmtiom# were taken 
and density datormlned with ait aoewaoy of & 0*0005*
Thé density gradient eelumn warn oheoked hy the 
n m  of glass head# which were- prepared to cover the 
range of donaitie# involved* The (exporimehtal) 
profile of the caiihrated glass head# are also shown in 
the Figaro 4# and the density of m sample could he 
obtained from a curve or by interpolation by finding 
It# height in the column.* The equilibria» time of 
fibre# in radient column have alee been shown in 
figure 5* Oolumnswhich cover a wide range of density 
are relatively lem# eeneltive to fiuctuàt-iônso in 
temperature, but have an incroaaed tendency to diffua©^, 
and hence the coarser column# are le## stable and lea©
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«uTOtoi© ü h m  tto® £ài%&r ©#©#, The fines- gs-Wiente 
itéré . fewwï to h© ettthle foi? five week» os- ionger, 
th© ï>es?iod for the eoaroer gradienio hoing ahout 
three wooka #
TABLB 6
Effcot of height q u  prepertionallty of 
low and high density liquid in gradient
column.
4 4
Height 
h 'Tnl'
Batiw
Ah/v
Proportion 
of low 
density 
liquid
Proportion 
of high 
density 
liquid
Density
s/ew
100 ".I 0.905 0.095 1.270
200 • 2 0.818 0.182 1,284
300 -.3 0.741 0.252 1.302
4oo - , k 0.670 0.330 1.316
500 -.5 0.607 0.393 1.329
600 — .6 0.549 0.431 1.340 '
700 -.7 0.485 0.515 1.353
800 -,8 0.449 0,551 1.360
900 — , 9 0,406 0.594 1.369
1000 - 1.0 0.368 0.632 1.376
1300 “ 1*3 0.224 0.776 1.406
2000 « 2,0 0.136
V ss 1000 ml
0.864 1.423
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The censtruction ef glas# bead# ot 
particular density was facilitated by the fellewiug 
relatiouahip* Aeeume- a bead te eeneist ef a 
hallow cylinder m%d whose emd# are routîded and
sealed #ueh that together they would be equivalent
to a sphere and let the length of the oyliudor be 
I em, the imer axial radius be r^em, and the outer 
axial radius be y, ^  om$
thou, Volume of the bead « TTr^ -^  4* 4/3 7T e.cm*
and* Mae# of the bead *
7T(r.|^ ** 4/3 TF r^^)eg (approx)
so that, Density of the bead
Volume of bead 
Ç =. ------- 2--------------------- à-----------.(A)
Ç Ks Approx if wall is thin# r^»r^^.*.(B)
where ^3 is the density of glass
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Effect . . o f .mk. the., density, of. bead:
As ©timing ^ m 10 mm, applying this to 
equation (a )
a .5 {Cl - 0 .4 8 ] 3.0 ~ .2 * 4  .1 , 3 8 6 .0 . 4 8  V
?  %» -.r--— . - r -  - r — r -  , - . - - f — r   r   -  ■ i r ■ i. j   , --t,-t 
Ç«i 1,38
This seemed to be near enough 1*3 in view of the
approximation made, if ^ m 20 mm, them,  ^^  1*34*
i*e# 4. has only a second effect on the density of the
glass bead, so that the density of the bead depends
mainly on the ratio of the internal to external
diameter and on the density of the glass of which it
is made * By taking tubing of different suitable
thickness the theoretical density of various glass
beads was calculated# after applying the valim of
r^ w r^ in the equation (b )»
Finally the above beads were calibrated for
their correct density which is given by,
'■
Density of bead #         g/cc*
where M weight of bead in air,
Î» weight of bead in water*
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Density determination© f m * weol# viscose
rayon, nyion 66, and a blend of imel and vieeeee rayon
fibres were made uaiiig a Beckman air oomparieon
pyonometer which me## a primeiplo of volmme eomparieom*
The weight of a material being kmo m  the volwme ia
obtained by meaemring the %om of air epaoe in a
oyiimder oomtaining the material compared with the
volmm# of the (empty) eyiindor eomtaiming air only*
A simplified echematio diagram,shown im
Figaro 2(b),oonaiete of Purge valve A, Bompling valve
B# Reference pietom C, Mea#mri»g piston B, Sample
cmp B, Differential prememre indicator F, and
Counter O, Before talcing sample meaemremente, ^ero
meaetirement# were checked by meimg clean #ample cmp
(to compensate' for possible mer# error*) 'When the
tmro eomnter reading was greater than sere, it'was
m#ed as a tare ntmtber and embtrmcted from the
embeeqment sample volmme memsmrement# # and when the
more counter reading was ■ less than mere the difference
between the reading and mero was added to subséquent
sample measurements * Tlie calibration of the pycnometer
was checked by measuring the volwiîo of two stainless
steel test spheres, supplied with the instrument,
the means of ten observations being taken and th# voluwt#
obtained to an accuracy of t , %
0*010 g/cm"^ .
4 7  A
of t W  dopwd© o# t W  fact
that the rate of e^Kpuleâw ef air from the eyll%Mere 
1 '(md 2 8met be %mp$ #%e earn# by We#^.#g %%m preeewe''"
at 0W#g smë aaaiwlng the e&me 
eeetlem al area fo r W th  oylimdw©<* The volume ©wept 
by the pirn to# in  a# empty oliamwr ie  the preduet o f  
$ho area, o f tW  eWmbor mad d ie tm iw  mqvW by 
the p ia te n , wl#% a mmmple la  tW  ehmi%)0r tW  fre e  
volume of the ehamWr la vedueW by a# amewt equal 
to  th# v#%mie o f the aemple* TW  area e f  #$e elmmber 
haa aet been a ltw W  and hw ee the rW uetiem  im velmme 
&e p rep ertim m l ta  the rW ueed mwep o f tW  meaewlng 
plrnt##* The p rin c ip le  o f the âs^etmmemt thorofore la  
te ebtui:& # meaawwemt of volume by eh$03i*vla$ a 
ehm&ge ia linear dlBplaeemeat# T&o aama Im true If 
the air Im the eWmhm;m la met allowed to eaeape w t  
la  eempreeaed (o r $mpmWod) ae lea#  aa the preeew e  
differential Wtweem the two eylladore remains sa wo, 
am# the aermal preeedt^rea Iwelvo ati Inereaeo or 
dewemae la preaauro by a- faoWr of 2* MeleWre 
and temperatwo e*%amgea dmrl% a teot are W e  Item# 
%Aleh require attemtlom»
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Sample measurement© were made uelng three different 
methede#
(a) AtmPspheric eperation 1 to à
(b) Atmoepherio operation 1 to 0
(Moieture allowance)
(c) Atmospheric operation l to f tO' 1
(a) Atmoepharic operation 1 to 2
With the purge valve cloead and the coupling
valve open the raferenca hand wheal and measuring 
hand wheel were rotated to the extreme counter 
clochwiee position, then the measuring hand Wieel was 
turned to the elockwiee position until the starting 
nmahoT was met on the counter# The starting number, 
1082 in this instance, is the total volume of the 
cylinder swept by the piston. A ..sample of known 
weight was placed in the cup, inserted in the 
coEipartment, and locked by pressing clamp handle 
finaly down# After IS seconde the coupling valve was 
closed and both the wheels were rotated simultaneously 
clockwise until the reference hand wheel rested firmly 
against the ©top. During this operation care was 
taken to keep the pointer on the ecale, and after 10 
seconda the pointer waa brought to sero with the 
measuring handwheel, the coupling valve was opened and
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the sample volm»e read on the counter* The 
mea# o f  t#m r e a d in g s  were tm'kem and the density 
m e a e u ro d  t o  bsi  a e c u r a c y  o f  ^  0 * 0 1  g /e m '^ *  •
(h) Atmeepherle eperatleu 1 to 2 (Moisture Allewauee)
It had heem euggeeted that molet fibre© might 
eauee a shift in the ssero tar# If moisture vaa 
allowed to reach the reference eylluder, or remain in 
the m o a e u r ln g  oylliider from one détermination to the 
n e x t#  a ik l  h e u e e  v o lu m e  d e t e r m lu a t le u  w a©  m a d e  a s  
follows*
After the #E%mpl# had been placed Im the 
eompartmeut mxû looMoé the coupling valve was closed 
immediately, the# 'both hand wheel# were turmed 
simultaueeualy until the refereuee hand wheel rooted 
against a ©top* ■ The hull point was brought to aero 
with measuring hand wheel# the eouplihg valve wae 
o p e n e d  a n d  © a m p le  v o lu m e  om  c o u n t e r  w a s  r e a d  d i r e c t l y *  
Immediately after eoufirmimg the null point the ooupliiig 
valve was olomW &m d the hand wheel m m  rotated oeuuter 
olooWiee to the ©tartlug position ana the sample 
waa removed* Before opening the eoupliug valve the 
measuring eylitider was swept free of exeese moisture, 
by moving the measuring piston in and out a few times 
with the liteasuriug hand wheel * Th# memm of ten
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readings were take# S W  the density nmamm^oû to am 
aoouraoy of t O.*01 g/om^ *
(e) Atmosphorie operation 1 to § to t*
with the purge valve olomed m û  the oouplimg 
valve opened the roferenoe hand wheel was rotated to 
olookwise forward ©top positiont, emd the measuring 
hand wheel %mê rotated to the estimated ©ample 
volume* The ©ample and oup were placed in the 
compartment, locked and the reference hand wheel 
rotated coumter clockwise to its rear atop» and the 
measuring hand wheel rotated comtter clockwise» 
to a point beyond #tei,rtihg mumher and them cloclcwiae 
to the starting mumher* After 10 aecomda» the 
coupling valve waa closed and both the hand wheala 
rotated aimultaaeoualy until referemae hand wheel resta 
against atop# During this proceas the pointer was 
kept on the aoale. Again after 10 mecouds the 
pointer was hrought to ^ero with measuring hand wheel 
and the coupling valve opeited m û  sample volmme m m  
read. The m o m  of ten readiuge were token m û  the 
doittity t m r n m m û  to an accuracy of # 0*01 g/cm^*
4, MBàSÜRÊÎîEOT OF m m i N ,
For the (*etermi»otio» of moisture regain in
Of,
fibre© a ©impie method was empieyea# ©mail mampie# 
(Oe5-i/g) were transferred to email dry ground glaee 
weighing bottles, and dried in mm ovem at 10S^€ for 
10 hour# till eometamt weight, them dried over 
phoephoroue pemtoxide im Vaemo at room temperature 
20 t i^c for 24 hours* The ©emeitlvity of the 
halamoe was 0.0002 g amd hemee their dry weight wae 
determimed with am aocmraoy of bettor t h m  0*1$#
These 0ample© were kept for 24 heure till eemetamt 
weight, im sealed deeieoatore at varieue relative 
humid!tie©> ehtaimed hy the use of eerie© of saturated 
a alt eolutiom# # prepared at 20^0# mmd their regaima 
were ealeulated* High vacuum ^.ilieomegrease, was used 
to emeure a vaeuw# tight seal hetweem the free emd of 
the rubber tuhimg# Table ? shows- the various 
saturated ©alt ©olutiom# which were used in the preaemt
89
work with their expected relative humidities
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TABLE 7 
BelecWom of ©ait solutions with 
their appropriate relative
humiditi##
(200c)
aatnratsd salt .solution Eslativa hataldity
Hidsphorus psntdxld.® 0,0
Fotaasium  aesfat®  20,0
G alclt»a c lild rid ie  33 .3
Sddiwra difthipotaat® 53.0
8odl«m nitrite 66.0
Aiatnoniuia w ip h a te  81,0
Ammoaitim dtbydrds®*» drtW #phospbat® 9 3 ,1  
Ooppex* BUlpliato 98.0
5. BFFBGÏ OF
On© part o t  tfeo present werk.. wa© eoneorned 
Witts tlso ffldnsuremeat of the density of fibres at 
tempera twos other than 30°0, and henee it was 
neoessary to eheck the effect of température on the 
method. The densit#ea of the 0 X m »  heads used for 
calibrating the density gradient column were measured 
at temperatures of 30% ,  30%, 4ô®C and 30% .  It was 
found that the density of the glass beads did not 
change with an increase in temperature. This might foe
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empeoted a® the cooffieieat of thermal expansion of
mhPyrex glaea i© very ©mull Wing 0##5$ % I# isi the 
tempcrutura rmige t m m  B % ^ # 3 3 0 ^ 0  ^
For memeurlmg the 4eueity of tthpom at 
higher temperature# thaii #0^0» the demeity gradient 
0o%tmn warn Tilledi hy talking the varieu# prepertiehs 
of the lew miû high which have heem
ehowh ill Table 5* The celuma wa# u#%mlly maiîitaihedi« 
at 00*^ 0# a n  imm%#raiem tWrmemeter (o^ 100^0) being
imeerted Im the eelumn to reeeré the temperature#
The temperature o f  the eeltimn wae maihtainecl by 
eireulatiag water through the outer jacket from a 
eetitreile4 water hath# Small emiplee o f  4ry fibre#, 
prepared aa prcivieuely deeerihed were imtredmee# into 
the gradient celmm# and their equilibrium peeitien 
wm# noted# The temperature ef the eelumm was them 
raieeé te the next higher temperature, ueually by 
10^0 etagee# and maintained till the fibres reached 
their mew equilibrium peaitlen usually after 30 
mitmitea# With higher temperatures, the sample© did 
m»t attain an equilibrium peeltieh and the gradient 
was rapidly deetreyed and henee for studying the 
density of vleeoee rayon at varlou# temperature# 
pentaehlereethahe (b#p# 163^0) was need instead of 
carbon tetraehlorlde#(b *p # )#
3 h
Ttie rtcnaity px-ofil®» fon th® oolisan at
tcapos-atujT®» 80%, 30%, 4 0 % .....  70% ,
have been eliewn in the Flgnre 6 These teste were 
repeated with fibree eenditiened at 66 percent 
relative hamldity. The general preoednre wae the 
same aa dosorltoed for determining the density at 
sore percent relative himidlty. The effect of 
toiaporaturo at mty- constant humidity could therefore 
he studied once the density profile had hohn 
ostahllshed, The mean of five observations was 
taken and the density was determined with ant., accuracy 
of - 0,0003.
6. .EFFEOT OF EBSAÏH AMD HüMÏKÏTf
For measuring the density of the fibres with 
moisture regain the gradient column was filled by 
taking the different proportion of the low end high 
density liquids, which have been shown in Table 4,
va>*/oc/i
rqgaitttJ» t o tli# gra6i#ut
eolmmm b m û  Û ê n o f t f  m o m o m p m û  i M  $ W  u#ual mmmer# 
T W  ambydtMU# dyylmg Uoaé
pemtexlde at the tap o f  tb# o o t m m  being replaced with 
the afprop^iate eathratea ©alt ©elutieu©. The mean 
o f  five êhaéf»vatieu0 w m  taken a n é  the density was 
■ é ô t o m n i r m û with m% aeowaey ef t 0 *0005#
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7. ïmAOTtONAÏ, DISTIU.ATIQ» ttttîTi
m  order to reduce the cost of liquid», the^ 
distillatioa hpparntue mhoim in Figure 7 « M  used 
for fractional distillation, of liquids at atmospheric 
proesure, It oonsiste of support ring ttS, locating 
ring ISl, thermometers Thj_ w*d Th^, grease tap Tl, 
speoial ring RS, tap» TS mid T3.
To assemble the apparatus all grotmd joints, 
tap Imy&f and barrels were wiped out with ® clean cloth* 
positien of the heater jaehet support ring, was 
adjusted so as to leave sufficient room below it to 
accommodate the distillation flasks* The heater 
jacket was mounted on thé support ring with the 2 pin 
eoaiieotor towards the front and_located in a vertical 
position by means of the located ring into which fits 
the loose asbestos cement collar, found on the heater 
jacket. This locating ring wa# fired in position 
about two thirds the way up the vertical lengths of 
the heater jacket.
For calibration, the heater jacket was wound 
with nickel«chronte tape vhioh was terminated by the 
Z  pin plug. This was connected to,the mains supply 
through a rheostat used to control the current passing 
through the tape and thus the temperature of the jacket* 
For this purpose the following arrangements were made.
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The filled column was placed la the heater jacket 
by levering it through the hole in the top of the 
jacket until^ it reste euepeaded hy the lip of the 
upper ground joint* The dietillation flaak was 
attached to the lower end of the column and olamped 
it into position and the ©till head warn fitted into 
the top of the column* The thermometer Th, was 
suspended in the jeoket adjacent to the column*
The heater jacket* rheostat and an ammeter was 
connected in a range O # 1,3 A* The resistance was 
adjusted until the meter indicates current in the 
order of 0,5 A»» and it was left for throe hours, 
until the thermometer Th^ indicates an equilibrium 
temperature and this point the current and 
temperature wre,renoted* the current was then raised to 
0*73 A, The readings were taken at four different 
current values, after determining the equilibrium 
temperature corresponding to- the different currents 
and a graph was plotted within reasonable limits, to 
indicate the current nècossary to maintain the jacket 
at any desired temperature and the value of the 
current flowing in the circuit for any given setting 
of .the re#is.tence was fmerked on cardbo.ard scale end 
fixed alongside the resistance, slider rod. By this 
device the need of the ammeter in the circuit was
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o t m i o t m û  m  ttie m & M  m t  W  to
the mmtm te give m%w Heeâreé cmvrei^ it mnû Umnoo m%y 
deelre i^ temperatw^e m f  th# toatev jaeket#
A 2 5 0 0 0 ë&etlll#tâm% #e#k wm# fltlofl with 
the te he dletlllW# attache# te the lower
emi ef the ê o l m m  m M  à# peeltlqn# The
vtoieii# greiwd jeiiita wwe g ^ ^ m m o d - A ^ 3 3 0 ^ 0  
thermiwmtev ime fit te# thW'ogh the B 14 thergmem^ eter 
t%iU0 0f the etlll hem# hy mem%%e of a #le#o ot rmhber 
tahiBff# #%# a till hea# waa fitte# Imt# the tep o f  
the eelmm $%%# the feflhx wae fitte# i@%
peaitiea# The 250 ee reeeivihg flmek m m  fitted ia 
pépitiOB hy ##ii# the ##eelalevimg BE» te ©appert the 
flaek# The ealeiam ehlerâcle tmhe# em# at the top 
of the oomdemeer am# the ether m% the Blh Joimt ahova 
the roaeiver flaeh m m  fitted to avoi# the ppmmttoo of 
moietare$ am# the. diatillmtiem wa# emrrie# oat to the 
deolre# temperature# The #em$ity of the dietllle# 
liqmi# wae eheohe# hy m-in& epeoifio gravity hottle *
lo L c Ax-s*
am# it hae heem femm#(^#xa#t #em#ity whieh ohoml# he 
for the require# liquide*
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i. DKNSÏtî OF VARIOUS BRIF FISSSBS
The cteasity value© of various dry fibres at 
a# t i%, obtalrned la m mixture of aqfleae and oar&ba 
tetyaehlarldn by the gradient eeluma method have 
baen shoim in Table §« "It ia seen from these 
results that the dltteroaee In density values far 
different dry fibres reflects the major dlfferenoes 
in fibre structure, and that slight dlfferenoas exist 
between modified fibres of basically similar structure.
The values are in general agremient with
those of Mikhailov (acrylic, polypropylene), Preston
and Nimkar^*® (nylon, cellulose acetate, silk, Terylene,
Viscose rayon, polyethylene), and duilfs^^ (silk,
Teryleae, Trieel, viscose rayon), whose results
however were only given to $ 0*01 g/cm^, CoBuncnts
may be made on the results of Fortes*'^ (oelluloso
acetate). Hurley and T^entls^^ (acrylic), and Soodings
and Turl'^ (^sills)-, as their result# ore higher than the
present result#,
ISFortes showed density values in different 
medio ranging from 1.3'W with carbon tetrachloride, 
1.364 ifith bonaone, 1,396 with ethyl alcohol to 1.413 
with nwhoptaldohydo, and suggested that density was 
influenced toy the polar groups of the «oleoules of 
the liquid media and their Siae and shape. He
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of #ry fitee# czo"c)
Demelty
I # 1 7k
CelWloa# ao0tat0 X
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Btmmg Wthm 1,49g
Viaoel 1#509
Torylone 1^384
%iO0l I #284
%#ol Is 314
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tliat tîio mâadsmm i o m t û  X n
omfkmu t0trm0liià;r4#ô may ho ëme ta very little 
Wlàw t%# eellMi### meetate ewfaee# 
wHiio tîie hi0$w vaiw g n  bemmeme ewl# be û m o  te 
bette# penetratioBé %i# vmim# mis very #le#e te 
the ###mity .fetift# il» wate# pe##t$mti#m
imveive# rnsseoiatiem with the wiimîeeie hydroxyl 
ggrowDS*
The values fetmd im ethyl aleehel and methyl
aleehel were higher thmm water» this may he due te the
Iiydregw hending ef the mloehel hydroxyl group» coupled
with the ergamephili# aliphatic grsmp tip to 0^,. on the
same meleeul#» which results in mere effective
pénétration and selvatioh of the fibre than water or
hen^ene miens *
Similarly the value© of Geedinge and Titrl^  ^for
eilh in Wn^one, and of Eihg*^  for wool in methyl
aloohol and ethyl ciloohol are higher and this may he
due to penetration into the fibre material as supported 
IEhy Forte#* comment may he made in paemimg» that 
no difference in the demmity of Merino and Lincoln 
wool mm recorded# The higher value for acrylic^^^ 
fibres may ho due to the void structure which earn 
devêlopi.. hpon heating coagulated polymorylonitrile » 
and whieh may he inaoaesalhl# to a atirroumding liquid
imt fer if amy traces of meisture were
prememt me t W  rnmMmPU U m m  net eqmmmntW specifiociily on 
the drpieas of these aample# or eeintiem# * hater w#rk 
in this thesis iimetrmte# this point# (figure 1#).
Mtpa m û  selmeWer»^^ .#i#em#ee# the ^eneity of 
aerylie fiWee in orgmtiie iiqhW#. A # w W i %  ti> them# 
liqhid - polymer interaetien tmû prefei^itiml adeerptien in 
Mnary seimtlen hatialiy do tahe place e#g* emrhmi 
tetrachloride warn preferontially adeerhW by 
pelym#ryl##it#iie from a mixture of n#hoptaae and carbon 
tetraehioride# -nnû, henoe the deneitie# determined were 
thoee of file polymer -li#tid eompennde # m % d these apparent 
densities depend upon other factors# u m U  m  weight and 
dimonsione of the adsorhed moleemlem also on the enrfaee 
area of the polymer available for interaotion#
Ho reference has been tpwA for polyiirothane fibres 
or for modified vieooee rayon fibre#* It has been stated 
that density vain## reflect modifieatione in a hasiomlly 
similar stmotnre m%é this im #ho^m hy the vain## for 
vieooae rayon# Fibre# Strong Fibre# and filament viseoee 
rayon might be expeoted to show increased orientation and 
oompaotnee# of etrnetnr# m%û the density vain## are in 
sympathy with this* In eomioetien with the physieally 
modified viseooa rayon# it may be noted that linear 
correlation was fonml between the relative aoeesoibility
6'^
of the and density.
30©»#i*y a#d «•eJLatiy© aeoeeeibillty of 
viaooee raye» fihroe
Fibre Relative
Accessibility
pensity
g/om^
Bright Fibre 48 1.30?
Strong Fibre 51 1.498
Vinool h 7 1.309
Durafil 5B 1.49?
Bolativ© aeoeeoàhllity ia this erne# wao as’bltax'ily defined^® 
as the ratio of the fiaai tension after a# howrs stress 
relaxation to the initial (maximun) tension« fhe 
theoretioal im**lie#tions of the relationship have not been 
oonsidored the illnstration simply suggesting h possible 
application of density measnrement effoeting a considérable 
saving in time in rentine measnrement once correlation has 
been established.
It is interesting to note that the density vaines 
of polynrethane correlate with the Sohwarta value* found 
by Meredith and tyf©»^^ which have been shown in figure 18, 
while there is some correlations between density of 
polyurethane and the «tress at Z00f> ext, also, reported by 
Meredith and Fyfe^, Figure Ip shows a comparison 
between the polyurethane sample density and yarn stress
f>3
at 200'i^  extension. The conditions marked 1 to 3 in 
Figure 19 were as follows* (1) tests at SO**C and 6 sf> r,h.
(2) teats at SO^O in water. (3) teats at #0^ *0 in water.
(4) teste at 2O®0 and r«h« on samples preheated for 
34 hours at 105°0* (g) tests at 30^0 and 65$ r»h.. on
sample# preheated for 24 hours at 130®0* Both the 
Schwarts value and the stress at 200$ extension may he 
regarded as tensile moduli reflecting the mechanical 
property of the yarn and would toe expected to toe 
influenced toy the orientation and erystailinity of the 
fibre and the changes in these that occur# on stretching. 
Such differences in fibre structure would toe expected to 
cause differences in the densities of the fibres and this 
has boon found to too the case. For exact correlation 
values of density would require to toe obtained on fibres 
tested under.the same conditions as those .appertaining to 
each tensile property, In the present case density was 
only measured on the unstrotohed dry fibre at 80“c but 
oven so some correlation ha# been noted. The greatest 
variation has ooourred with samples which have been 
heated for 24 hours at igo^G when any change in actual 
density would toe expected to toe greatest,
consideration of the densities of dry fibres is 
continued in the'next section.
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S. OCMPMÆSdM Of TEST l-flîTIÏOBS.
The denoitiyi of verlims dry fibres a* SO^é obtained 
by using different method# and with different media have 
tooen shewn in Tnhie 9 * end enuhies eomperieone to be made.
The density values of nyion by mass per unit 
volume method «empared by that obtained by other methods, 
show» that the method i# feasible provided that the 
length, diameter and weight may be aecurately deteawilnad. 
The method i# thus limited to fibres possessing oireular 
or uniform section and preferably in filament fomi.
The aeeuTaoy is not high but is sufficient to enable the 
method to be used to identify the filaments of materials 
whoso density values are hnow»i to differ by at least 
0,01 g/oia^ » The values obtained by the BOOkiaan method 
appear Useful, but in fact there is no automatic end 
point to the experiment, which is thoreforo influenced 
very largely by a eonsoious knowledge of the correct or 
oxpooted result, in other words the method con provide 
the oorroct answer on a material of (known) density but 
has not been found suooessful when dealing with unknown 
quantities, #o significant difference in results was 
fouiW between the three test methods in this instance, but 
this is probably due to the general variability of any one 
method and this would have been investigated more fully
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TABLE 9 
Comparison of toot mothodo
MothodssCl) Maos per unit voiame,
(3) Spoolfle grovlty bottle
(3) Flotation,
(4) Density gradient,
(5) Beckman»
Medium mood* B Xylene, o Carbon tetraobloride, 
D Xylene and Oarbon tetrachloride, 
A  Air, B Water.
Fibre Method Medium Density g/cm
Nylon 1 A 1.13
Nylon 3 0 1.146
Nylon 4 » l.l4s
Nylon 5 A 1.14
Wool a B 1.319
Wool a a 1.387
Wool 2 B 1.398
Wool 3 0 1,317
Wool 4 0 1,314
Wool 5 A 1.31
Viscose a B 1.328
Viseoee a 0 1.33a
viscose a E 1,616
Viscose 3 0 1,326
Viscose 4 » 1,323
Viscose S A ■ 1,5a
Terylene 3 0 1,387
Torylene 4 0 1,384
6 6
the Béôtoa» heem
For any fibre it appaara i^om the rewlta that the 
method B give# a higher aaewer the# the method 3*
Similarly the method 3 ap-peare to give a higher t%nmww 
them method %» hut it i# prohahl# that the apptweut 
differeuoe he tween the method# 4# in faet due to the 
different media u##d# ifispeotioii of $ahle 9 will mhow 
that the reauit# for hoth wool and vieeome rayou were 
greater 4m oarhom tetraehlorld# than mylome* A mixture 
of theae liquid# warn ueed im hoth the flotation and the 
demeity gradient method#.# wherea# only a mimgie liquid 
wa# ueed im the earn# of the eimoilie gravity bottle 
method# Both liquid# were 4m faut used for vieooee 
rayom where a olightly higher valuer- was found ueing 
oarhon tetraohloride• Finally a aignifioant inoreaae in 
the denaity of’both wool and vieooae rayon wa# found when 
water wa# the immeraion medium-
David#on"^ determined the apparent denaity of ootton 
and viaooae rayon aample# in aeetone# ohlorofonm# henmene# 
oarhon tetraehiorid##. $%itrohon^wn#» water and toluene *
With the## liquid# other than water he ohtained value# 
whioh differed from, on# another hy le## than the 
experimental error, in th# déterminâtion * if it i# true
that fibre# oontciin pore epaoo# of moleoular dimeneion#, 
it ohould'bo po##ihie with. #uitable imiereion liquids to
6?
obtain different apparent fibre donmiti## for the #amo 
fibre and iWtb#rmor.e4, the differ#:%### In density 
value# so obtained sWuld vary in m maiitnor related to 
the slao# of the liquid molooulo# used but $wh difference#
C|
were not observed by bavideom becaiioo the iicjuid# which 
he need were composed of molecule# of approximately the 
same ai^e* fhi# fact was revealed by ifaheham^^ when 
he compared the ei^e# of some liquid molectileo used in 
hie density determination of cotton fibre# # lie pointed 
out that if the medimi n m û  has an appreciably larger 
molecule# than those of the same #iB#$ than lower fibre 
denaity will be obtained#
% e  density vmlme# with xylene and carbon 
tetrachloride indicated no penetration into the fibre 
stmot%ire# and the molocnloe fill the fibre poree completely 
while with water a email completely hydrophilic and 
organophebic hydrogen bonding molecnleB will penetrate the 
fibre surface, probably through the mechanism of 
'a#aociating#di#$ocia$ing intermolecular cellulose hydroxyl 
hydrogen bond# in viecoae rayon, and into the carbonyl 
and amide group into the wool fibre# this would ouggeet 
that water give# high density*
BP
t%% the case of water, Eorman#, " ha# obtained a 
fairly reliable picture'of the behaviour of cellulose 
towards water* According to him the density in water
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slimilé rise ami fall with #%ê percentage of the amerphoue 
fibre euWtance,
A
bauer has mrgrned that the Vapour of earWm 
tetraohleride was slightly abeerbed by eelluloee fibre#^ 
from hie graph it may he deduced that rayon would 
adearb about 0*3 percent at saturation, and hence the
differ erne# heWeem the density value# in xylene ' and
earhen tetrmêhleride im^epeeifie gravity hettle method
may he explained*
Eirig^ feumd, the same phenemenen for weel in water,
and in varidua organic media, the.values ehtaiaed in
water beimg higher than with erganie media, Thim being
{«
in aoeerd with the density value# mt Bavidmem for 
vieeese rayen, hare##^^ repeated the experiments ef 
King and found that seme ef the Value# given by King were 
not repredueible and that value# similar te that ef 
1*306 far dry wool In hem$eme were obtained with ether 
agent#, Gmmemt might he made that Imr#ee reported the 
valtio of density ehtaiiied by a hydremtatie balance te he 
seme 3# higher thm# that obtained by the spécifié gravity 
bottle method*
The result# of the flotation method give density 
values in the mixture et xylene and earhem tetraehleride 
ae aeewately as pem$ihle@ Aeeerdlng to eur experience 
the spécifié gravity bottle method Ï# net very convenient
a-
for measuring density hmcmxm Weidee
requiring eenaiderable quantities of the fibre materials 
the precautions to exoiude traces of moisture and air 
lead to dlffiouit and tedious manipulations* The 
present results are in aeoord with the results of 
Abbott and Goodings for nylon, lleriiians^ "* for visooee 
rayon* Moll'"" on the other hand got lower density of 
visooee rayon, but thi# may be duo to hie technique which 
did not completely exclude traces of moisture*
3* BFFFGT OB' A W  mWIDITY
The density values of Aorilan, cellulose acetate 
nylon, silk, Tried, Terylene, viscose rayon, and wool at 
a constant relative humidity of ClfS and 66#, eves:* a 
temperature range of BG^€ to 70^0 have been shown in 
Table 10* The effect of Wmidity and hence moisture 
regain on the same range of fibres has been investigated 
and the values of density at 20^0 have been given in 
Table 11*
. The percentage change in density with temperature 
and humidity was calculated based on the density of a 
dry fibre at 20^0, m%d the reeulte for the different 
fibres iiave been shown in Figttres B"#15*
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ExamWatle# ef m'oeulta fer hmtldlty, regain 
m W  density %Ww@ that #0re le an initial inoraaee Im
deng^lty at lewor hmmldlties t W  absorptlem cf
email ametmte ef fe&lewod by a fall 1# denelty
#$ %&lghw Wmldàtlemÿ as mere water ie aheerbed* 
Initially t W  e h m w  le e w h  t W t  t w  Imcreae# 1# 
velume la I w e  tham tho Imeraaee 1%% amee# Aa 
aWerptlam precoeëe t W  af Inoremeo In volume
ampplmnt# t W  rate ef ânereaes ef %m%h$ m W  honee 
the density deereaeesk e:&plai%%cd t W
pW$%em0mem la tomgq of t W  flWo e t m c W r e  as felloim# 
%($ltlally the o%%m%e la auab that t W  Inmreaee 1#
vel%m# le leae the volume ef the added water*
Apart frem the :l.mprehahl# auggeetlea #%at the a W o A e d  
imtor is eompreeaed* thle must mean that the water 
meleemlee are fitted oloeely lute #&e fibre etraetwe#
a more complete uee of the apace available* The
oleae fitting la in aeeerd with the vie# that the 
flret water meleeule# are dlrwtly att&w3hW to the 
motive groupe la the fibre m:elBcule# Aa aWwptlea 
preoeode# the W c r m w e  Im velmm heeamee equal te the 
volmme #f t W  tmter addod Imdlêatlmg that th# imtar le 
packW in mtioh t W  earn# vmy ae la liquid water w  Ica^
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and la out t W  poly^-mr etruotwe*
&  the gradual doorcase ûm donglty, aa 
tiio tempori^twig^ ^ new^.eesk and with mueb higher 
temperatwoB thle bocomeB mere prédominant*
All thlB 0mmQ% bd'-“v!0xplainod by a aingle thoory* 
A general qualitative view of whoso résulté uUoxm tito
action of oovoral moohaniomo of a W  tWre
aro quantitative thoorioo aeaooiatod with ovorg' poeoiblo 
moohaniom* Thoao theoriou will throw light on a 
variety of points of view# and they I'/ill bo dimowoeod 
:1m  detail tn toswio of the particular typo of flbro# 
but the ideas will bo applioablo to other
fibree as well*
It is eeem im Fig* 8 ## 9 that tho donoitioo
of nylon and Torylono ieereaoo up to 81$ rolativo 
Woiditye m W  them doorewo at much higher htimiditioo. 
Tlvlo tm probably duo to the fact that thoro aro no 
ootivo groups and bulky aide groups i# nylon aaé 
Teryleme» and %%p to 81$ relativo hm^idity the absorbed 
imtor may have emtorod i%&to the empty apaoe présent in 
the dry fibre> resulting ia mi tooreaae in laaea relative 
to volw&o and heaoe the density would inoroaee# At 
high hwmlditioa farther abaorptioB would load to owolliti^  
rooulting in greater incroaoo la volume relative 
to mo00 with a deoroaoo to dmmity# T M o  is in accord
7 h-
with Spcalman and Savilie#* The maximum density of
n y X o u l t o i m û  at much higher humidities compared with
ToryleuOy it may be duo to the difference betwoon the
two typea of fibre# and of course in keeping with the
smaller e%mlling and greater oryatalXinity of aylou#
It ia aeen from the Fig*10# that the density of Acrilau
inoreaaos up to 66$ r*h* and thereafter decreases at
higher hwiidities# This is probably due to the fact
that there may be comparatively strong ttractive
force# between neighbouring moleculoa« and becauee of
the polar nature of the <^ €N gi^oups* which attract
water at higher humidities# One might expect ^ a.
decrease in density once the water molecules are
fitted closely into the structure with more complete
17.so of the space available*
The density values for wool, silk and viscose
Fig 11 m 13 shows slightly more predominant behaviour
than nylon and Terylene * The density value increases
up to 3^ * 3$ relative humidities m % ü thon it decreases
at much highez* humidities (i*e# from 81$ to 98$ it
thoUS^^
falls rapidly)# Thie i s ^  duo to the fact that all the 
natural, regenerated, animal and vegetable fibres contain 
within their molecules groups which strongly attract 
water# X i t oolluloso, there are hydroxyl groups, to 
which vmtcr uiolaculoa can bo attached by hydrogen bonds #
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tho e* e) groups.
In the mmlm chain, and éther active groupa la the 
elde chains *
The amme phenomenon have aloe been noted by
jjf*
(vlaooee rayom)# Goodlnge and (ellZc)
i'Ÿy
Warbwton'^^ (imol)* ' %n the ease of oelluloae 
aoetato# and Trloel (Fig 14 "» Ig) the dleaelty laereaeed 
#p to 92$ relative himldity and then deoreaoed*
Thie may be due to that there are mo active groupe in 
the moleoales of t%%e fibrey as in oolluloee aootate 
the hydroxyl groups lo replaced by aootyl groupa and 
alGO beoauae of the greater regularity of etruetwe* 
IfhUe Trloel flhroo are more highly oryetalline than 
ordinary aoetate fibres* They abmerb less imter, 
beoauee of the removal of all the hydrophilic hydro^qrl 
groups and hemoo their proportlea would mot be expeated 
to vary mmoh with Imoraaaed, himldity*
Ééw#?^er it has been explained by Mortem amd
80hearle, ' that i;flth/mom ewlllmg medltuw* there la 
alimy# am imltlal imereame im demelty followed by a 
fall im density i#e. the density regalm curve paoaee 
throu#& a maximum whld% oooura at moieture
regain» depemdimg om the typo of the fibre# Thus it 
is reasonable to believe that the domsity decreaoee 
due to expamsiom amd ewellimg of the fibre atrmeWre.
Effect ùf temperature
Xn every cmae with the exoeptlon of viscose rayon 
the density has dooreased with an increase of 
temperatnro # A decrease in density would be expected 
if the voiwRe of the fibre increased relative to the 
mass of the fibre* inspection oj% literature has 
shoTO that there has not been a, great deal of work on 
this aspect hut ' it has been explained by Morton and 
H e n r i t h a t  in most materials the behaviour on 
chassge of temperature is simple. Am the temperature 
rises the material expands slightly, emd when a certain 
temperature is reached it melts into a liquid* With 
fibres, the behaviour is more complex* As the 
temperature rises they may contract, instead of 
expanding* This contraction may be reversible, and 
when a critical temperature is reached it may become 
very pronounced. Fibres rarely show a sharp melting 
point, either they soften over a wide range of 
temperature or they may char or decompose before they 
melt* Other changes may occur at low temperatures *
Some reference* to the thenmal expansion of 
textile materials have-been found* Bussell and Van 
herpol''^  quoted values- of the expansion coefficient 
(cm^ /gtïi/^ 0 X 10*^ )^ for secondary acetate as 1#84 
between **30*^ 0 and $4^0 and 2.4S between 54^0 and 115^0
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and fer triacetate as 1$72 between *30^0 and 4o^0
and 2.04 between Uo^ù and 120^0« According to
those liguras the danaity of acoohdary acetate should
be affected to a greater extent with a rise lu
temperature than triacetate and the present ■résulta
show that this has been the case,
Values of 1.6 and 3*7 ca^/gm/^G x for the
coefficient of volume expaueio# of Teryieu# in the
ranges of #30^0 to 6c>*^0 and gO^O to 190^0
81^respectively, have boon given by Mullins" while
corresponding values for nylon 66 of 3*9 and 4,9
0m^/0m/^ 'û X 10*"^'*' below and above 4p^0 have been given
01by Boyer and Bpencor# The respective gradients of
changes of density with temperature are in agreement
with those values. The behaviour of viscose rayon
has been found to differ from that of the ether fibres
with th© density decreasing with an increase of
tmiperature and then increasing with a further rise in
temperature. Ho values for the voluime expansion of
02Viscose rayon were found but in one paper dealing 
xi?ith the force ## temperature behaviour of cellulose 
model filaments low linear expansion coefficients were 
quoted* Values increased with orientation but ù 
negative value was recorded for an isotropic fii&ment # 
It waa suggested that the forme tcia|i#rattir# behaviotir 
was not dependent on■orientation alone but also on the
7 8
type of' micro, structure of the rayon with difference»
im swelling eharaeterietiee brought about by
difforeuoee in the merphelegioal structure ef the
fibre# A *'»gla»a traneitieu^ point for cellulose at
62^0 Itm been reported, and although no other mention
of thie has heem fouw the preaent result» could auggeet
a ehmmge to behaviour about this temperature.
Alternatively the effect to the preaent toetanoe could
be a temporary one due to the proaeuce of void# and it
ia suggested that the experiment» might be repeated on
vlaoeae rayon which tea been heated, cooled, and then
tested at tocreaaing temperatures * Mention should be
made that a similar pattern, of behaviour for vieoeeo
rayon to that ehowu above ha» been recorded by duilf » *
The effect of temperature on the ilaneity of
polypropyl erne, poiyothyleue u n û polyurethanoa was also
measured at 0$ r.h. with the temperature varying by mtmpm
over a range of IIO^ C # 70^0 * The résulta have been
ehoim :lM Tables 12 #ud 13* A cubical thermal expansion
ceaffiaient of p*4 x lo"^  ^below S-l^ O has been
01reported for polyethylene by Boyer and spciiccr# ■ Ho 
correopoWing value could be found for polypropylene 
but values of linear exponeieu^^^ below another trammitiom 
temperature (**122^ 0 for palycthyloie and #20^0 for 
polypropylene ) showed th© rate of expaneiou of
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polyethylene to be some 2 0$ greater than that of 
polypropylene # The percentage change In density with 
temperature was calculated baaed on a dry fibre at 
aO^C, and the results have been shown in Fig#16 for 
polypropylene and polyethylene and Fig. 17 for 
polyurethane#
These results, reveal some interesting points. 
First both polypropylene and polyethylene fibres give 
curved lines, and the curvature being such that 
apparent density gradually decreases at lower 
temperatures between 2 0 * 4 0^0 , but thereafter rapidly 
decreases at higher temperatures, which makes the 
curvature more predominant, (Fig#1 6 )j Second all the 
polyurethane fibres give straight line graphs «pi the 
linearity being such that the apparent density 
decreases at lower temperatures and this becomes 
slightly more predominant at higher temperatures 
(Fig.l?). The curve of polypropylene is less steep 
than polyethylene, indicating that the polypropylene 
is less affected than polyethylene with higher 
temperatures. Hahn et al .measured the volume 
coefficient expansion of polyethylene. The results 
were plotted as volume temperature. They found that
the volume coeffIcient^expansion increased with 
temperature# Inspection of the results showed that
'i -
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the gemerml of the curva ehows mimilmr trend# 60 t#»D5e
found Am the present , m m  ehowa in Fig* 16.
general it i# seen that the effeot of temperature 
#m the density #f these fihraa is çeneiderahle, and 
it would appear from theme figure# that alight 
variation in higher température will lead to a 
eenmiderahle variation in density* Theme owervation# 
hrimg ahemt the impertaneo of temperature eomtrol in 
density meamnremontm*
Polypropylene i# a moot deformable fibre with
1 ■ . ' 11%
temperature * Matte and ' dorradini ' put forward a
theory roamonahly widely meeepted, that on aoeowit of
the metliyi g»npm, a "planhar mtrueture Am impommihl#*
ÛhSlinohter and Mamdell ' employed a proton magnetic 
remonanee method, %#ieh warn usetoi in establishing that 
the methyl group# were remponmihle tor a lew temperature 
transition believed to exist in polypropylene, To
form a basis on which to interpret the result# of the 
preaent investigation, the etmctnral data of Henstead^^ 
are need* Chemioally it would he m»#mmed that
û'»’« A
polypropylene fibres/_m%ado from/polymer or copolymer# of
propyl(n%e* While polyethylene i# a waxltoe
crystalline polymer-which is flexible from it# low
température brittle point in the neighhonrhood of 119^0
86lltiiitar and Oakes ' ' observed that the density of
8 2
pelyothylono at room temperature remainoil mnchmigod 
and them, decraaseil gradually tip to 50^0# tWreafter 
it fell rapidly umtil th# #p#cim#m %m# completely 
tmorphou#, at a temperature batwaaii 108^8 am# 120^0 * 
They report## that the #o%i#ity of th# molten 
polyethylom# was slightly dopomdomt upon average 
moleeular weight am# m %  th# matmro of the sample, h u t  
the temperature at which oiyetallim# material first 
appears o# ooolimg was raised by am imoroaee in 
wèight* Im th# ease of polyurothame 
injtermol ocular forces $ sometimes call## sooomdary 
ohemioal wmds, are the roeult of hydrogom homdimg*
f
dipolemomomt# am# dispersion effect* These 
imtermolooular attractive for##» tern# to hold polymer 
ohaims together im # mammer slmiilmi* to that o.f primary 
ohomieal bonds hut are much weaker m t û are more readily 
affected by inorea## in temperature*
4. m m i T m s  oy s q m  p q i y m q # y w m  FiBims#
It was the purpose of the present investigation 
to detaxmiiie whether any significant difference in the 
density v&lues of the throe types of polypropylene 
existed# and if so what could aooount for it, Hence 
the densitWof poiypropyleno A, B and o iifore measured 
at a constant température 20**0» by tlie method explained 
previously* % e  roaulte have W e n  shown in Table l4*
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TABLE 14
Benoîtles of bomb ûxy polypropyion© 
fibrea .
Samples Density g/
A 8 re Ü eIved Amiealod
A 0,913 0.918
B 0*911 0.914
G 0,900 0,904
ît is seen from these résulté that one effect 
of tmnoallng was to iiicreaso the density of the fibre, 
but the order of ranking of the fibres re^ naiua the 
same suggesting that whilo exposure to a higher 
temperature E?ay have caused Inoroas-od cry a t al I i ai ty the 
rate effect on the three fibres has remained constant 
despite the differences i?a original density.
All the above obacrvatibns are highly 
sigaif leant in terms of the fibre at m o  tare. They 
0say be the result of a dlffere%iee :ln the mmumfaoturlug 
process, Ohemioally it would be assumed that all 
these fibres have the saBie constitution, i.e. fibres 
made from polymer or o©polymer of propylene, having 
the general formula OH^ azOIX • GH^,
Xn the past varioua theories (micelle theos^ y, 
fringed micelle theory, continuous structure theory)
8 4
been ^regarding the moleoulai* atsmiotwe
of #10 flWee., Ho^mver non# of tWao 1# #olf 
contained to explain all the varied phenomenon 
ohaervod in polymer#*
reported that #io dogroo of 
oryetalllnlty* oryetallln# otrnotwe,» average molecular 
weight f and molecular weight diatribiitloii are the 
varlahloa mainly rooponelhl# for auoh properties» in 
which small deformations are involved; ouch as modulua 
of olaatioity» #oftoning point# and hardneoe» because 
its value is of great significance in connection with 
high temperature properties* He furtlier stated, that 
in polyethylene the degree of erystailinity depends on 
the deviation* from linearity or "regularity# of the 
long chain hydrocarbon molecules* The chain branching 
was held to be responsible for the decrease in 
cryotallinlty* but it was possible that the presence 
of double bonds end the presence of oxygen groups may 
have similar effects Besides the overall degree of 
erystailinity a factor of importance for the mechanical 
properties of crystalline polymer is the way in which 
crystallisation has occurred# The average degree of 
erystailinity also affects the density value#
On the other hand# it is believed that if the 
copolymer la allowed to stand for a time prior to
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splmiing, it. settles clown moro tmifoOTly, anci as a
reauit of eottling down $ it is 'possible that It may
assume a higher degree of oryetallinity* which ±n
turn may lead to a higher value of density©
Samplea A mid B (Table 14) were in fact fibres or
staple polypropylone whereas sample C was a filament»
and the results were surpz'lslmg la that increased
erystailinity •and orientatioA is normally expected
In a filament as opposed to the fibre form of a
materials Enpubllshecl work suggests that filament
C had a lower modulus and a higher breaking extension
than fibres A and B, and If this were so it would
confirm the density results and suggest that
dlffaronoo In cleaioity le duo to clifferencos in
molecular spacing despite the form of the laaterial.
A decrease in the hydrogen bond apacing in
po3.ypropyleno as a result of amieallmg has been
reported by Badami et and this would lead to an
increase in oeital 1 l&ilty and a higher density as
reported above» The reaiilts are also In keeping
9 3with those of Bliibuhawa et al " who have in addition 
done work on the temperature dependence of 
polypropyl©no end other fibres which again serves as
confiraiation of some of the work repoz^ted In this thesis
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5, E m m m  OF uBBtM m  m m  t m B m t  of v m ^ o m  immM
m #  m f f m t  o f  ^e# W  m t  $h# 0t  û v y
vl$00#0 rayoa at BO^O, ttas-o bemi meaew##^ m^eeWlmg 
t$ the ijreeeiiui^ e p%^evtw#ly fet» ethe^
fIhree # m #  result ta have W e u  ahexm iti Tahle Ig#
%ABIJ3 13
Bffeet of rosin on 4o«*ity of dry vleeose rayon
Resin used nominal Density
eonoentratlon s / m P
Wntrontod 0 i.sa3
Melaiuino formatdotiydo 1.314
Meiamino fomaidotiydo 9.5 l.Sll
Bthyione uroa formaideliyde 10,5 1,509
UStbyieno uroa formaldohyd# I k .  7 1.506
Methylated laroa formoldohyd© 11,0 1.517
Methylated urea formaldehyde 15.5 1.514
Urea formaldehyde 13.5 1.519
Urea fonaaldehyde 1 6 , 3 1.514
07
It is seen froaa these reewlte that the dsnsity 
value of viscose rayon docreasos with the resin 
treatment and in fact it appeared to vary linearly 
with the amount and type of resin present in the 
fibre, Aauma et al^ determined the density of
y
vtsouso rayon hy usiug^ diojplaoomout method# Thoy 
foimd that the density of vieooee rayou deoreaeed., 
with urea^formaldehyde reein troatmeut # asid reported 
that the dmiity of the reeih treated fihree depended 
on the length of time in whieh they were allowed to 
stand in the procondeneate solution»
Bteele and Behiwall'^ '^ measured the density of 
viaooeo rayon using the density gradient oolumn method 
£utd stated that the density deoreased with the atnount 
and type of re tin used# Tki^y further stated that 
the predominant effeot was due to fibre swelling with 
very little resin being deposited in void spaoes not 
previously aoeesslble to the solvent miseture in 
gradient oolumn»
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to vacuum
Fig. Apparatus used for setting up a liquid coliuiin
graded in density*
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